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 INTRODUCTION
A Handful of Small Shipwrecks

MAVIS GALLANT  was born in Montreal in August of 1922. After a peripatetic childhood (she
attended seventeen schools), she found a job with the National Film Board of Canada, and then at the
Montreal Standard  as a journalist. In 1944 she published her first stories, and six years later,
determined to become a fulltime writer, she moved to Paris, where she has lived ever since. Paris
seems to be her home in every way, emotionally, spiritually, physically, although she is still very
much a Canadian who is living abroad.

In the last fifty years her publications have included several collections of short stories, two novels,
works of nonfiction such as Paris Notebooks, which covered the student uprisings of l968, novellas,
plays, and literary essays. Her stories and nonfiction have for years appeared regularly in The New
Yorker. And she has won many distinguished literary awards. Still, at present in the United States, her
work is not even in print, while her reputation and readership are smaller than she deserves, though
among writers she is a shared and loved and daunting secret. I know two writers who have told me that
the one writer they do not read when they are completing a book is Mavis Gallant. Nothing could be
more intimidating. “The long career of Marguerite Yourcenar,” Mavis Gallant once wrote, “stands
among the litter of flashier reputations as testimony to... the purpose and meaning of a writer's life.”
One feels the remark is an apt description of Gallant's own accomplishment.

This new selection of stories, drawn from the many she has written, is just a hint of her remarkable
literary talent. And Paris Stories, as a title, is more suggestive than exact (though Gallant notes that
it's appropriate if only because everything in this collection was written in Paris, either at her desk or
in her kitchen). The stories, however, take place all over Europe: in France, Austria, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy, and other parts of the Continent. Many of her characters have roots in Canada, or
come from Eastern Europe. Her Europe is a place of “shipwrecks” — a word that occurs more than
once in the stories. All her characters are seemingly far from home. They belong, to be honest,
nowhere. Most of them are permanent wanderers, though a nomadic fate was not part of their original
intent. With no land to light on, they look back without nostalgia, and look forward with a frayed
hope. So that even the epigraph, from As You Like It,  that Gallant chose for her early novel Green
Water Green Sky,  seems painfully ironic: “Ay, now am I in Arden, the more fool I. When I was at
home, I was in a better place, but travellers must be content.”

“All immigration is based on misapprehension,” Gallant has written, and she catches or witnesses
her subjects in waiting rooms, halfway across bridges, overhead in balloons, in transit — her very
titles signal incomplete and transient states. (Only her recurring comic character, Grippes, a writer
who happens to be a slum landlord, harassed by neighbors, disturbed by the changing times, is where
he wishes to be.) After a while this collection of souls begins to represent for the reader the true state
of the world.

The characters who people Mavis Gallant's Europe are complex and various. The same is true of her
protean prose. She is light years away from writers who claim a recognizably indelible style and
constant landscape, although we as readers do become accustomed to her chameleon nature, her quick
pace and her sudden swerves, so that we watch and listen carefully for any ground shift of humor or
sadness. Her tenderness arrives unexpectedly, while her wit is sly, almost too quick. Comic



 
possibilities are everywhere:

The Blum-Bloch-Weilers, heavy art collectors, produced statesmen, magistrates,
anthropologists, and generals, and were on no account to be confused with the Blum-Weiler-
Blochs, their penniless and mystical cousins, who produced poets, librarians, and Benedictine
monks.

“Speck's Idea”

I had not even a nebulous idea of how children sprang to life. I merely knew two persons were
required for a ritual I believed had to continue for nine months, and which I imagined in the
nature of a long card game with mysterious rules.

“Varieties of Exile”

Gallant is brilliant at tilting a situation or a personality a few subliminal degrees in the mind of the
reader so that he discovers himself located in a strange new place, seeing something from a more
generous or more satirical position. The stories feel cubist in their angles and qualifications, although
the narrator often gives the air of being attached, lazily, almost accidentally, like a burr to some
character — an Italian servant perhaps, a tax consultant, an art dealer...

Just listing a few of Gallant's characters reveals the range and diversity of her world — lost sons,
émigrés, refugees from the nuclear family or the establishment, all trying to scramble back but with
no weapons to do so. She catches the behavior of the out-of-place citizen, who carries a single-minded
bundle of craft and belief. What she gives us, in fact, is an underground map of Europe in the
twentieth century, and what feels like a set of dangerous unauthorized portraits. Even ghosts have their
say in “From the Fifteenth District,” that sly story of complaint.

The world Gallant depicts is cosmopolitan, and she is a writer of seemingly endless voices and
personae, but in these stories she is also regional in the best sense. She has a brilliant sense of place.
She speaks, in an essay on Paris, of “a small, dim chapel of gentle ugliness.” The city for her
constantly shifts and evolves and Gallant will offer a humorous archaeology of Paris that seems to
draw together all aspects of it, as we see in this opening to “Speck's Idea”:

Sandor Speck's first art gallery in Paris was on the Right Bank, near the Church of St. Elisabeth,
on a street too narrow for cars. When his block was wiped off the map to make way for a five-
story garage, Speck crossed the Seine to the shadow of Saint-Julien-le-Pauvre, where he set up
shop in a picturesque slum protected by law from demolition. When this gallery was blown up
by Basque separatists, who had mistaken it for a travel agency exploiting the beauty of their
coast, he collected his insurance money and moved to the Faubourg Saint-Germain.

Most of the time though, Gallant's subject is the comic opera of character. She slips into and out of
minds and moods so quickly that we often miss the technical craft of that journey. And she often looks
into the deepest of motives without, it seems, getting up from her chair. But if we reread her, we see
how before we know it she will have circled a person, captured a voice, revealed a whole manner of a
life in the way a character avoids an issue or discusses a dress. She meets these characters in the zone
between thought and possible action. “Forain” takes place in the mind of a character who seemingly
stands in mid-gesture, never quite deciding or moving: to act upon what one would like to do is simply
too difficult, the end of that corridor is too far away. The action of the story is that of a Parisian



 
publisher of Eastern European émigré writers going to a funeral, thinking about the deceased, and
leaving. But these twenty pages are filled with a crowded and complicated nexus of lives, tactfully and
beautifully revealed — of writers and their partners and daughters, their agents and publishers — and
the half-ambitious and basically exhausted careers of literary exiles in Europe.

There is always this fraught border between wishful behavior and minimal action. But even though
the world Gallant portrays is in shadows, her stories move as quickly and clearly as a glance. They
suggest a series of sketches that show every aspect of these incomplete lives. They are often surreally
comic, sometimes full of pathos, sometimes vainglorious. We live within them and they show us what
we never expected to see about ourselves.

“Writers, I suppose, are like children imagining,” Mavis Gallant writes. And in a way what we have in
her work is something of a child's strange clarity towards this shadowy, complex world that she is
witness to. She studies her characters' behavior with gall, curiosity, with the toughness of a child
looking at and studying adults. What results is a wonderful truth and, at the same time, great self-
revelation. Many stories suggest a mask or portrait of the artist, or a persona active in the world out
there, somewhat the way a writer like Patricia Highsmith invented the amoral Ripley and allowed him
action (deceit, bribery, murder, forgery, good restaurant behavior, casual sex), while she herself
resided in her small house in Switzerland. This is how writers spin, this is how a self-portrait can be
paradoxically achieved by self-effacement. Henry James could turn a donnée heard at the dinner table
over in his hands and create the intricate choreography of What Maisie Knew. Gallant, one suspects,
similarly sees and meets people and then invents what becomes a precise landscape of their world.
There is no vanity or self-aggrandizement in her process and the portraits are always tough as well as
generous. For instance her satire is sharp in “The Ice Wagon Going Down the Street,” and yet she will
take us beyond that satire to feel compassion for a character we would never have believed could be
sympathetic. The tenderness does not replace or override the earlier portrait, Peter is still pathetic, but
now there is that one moment where something happened, where the man's awareness of human nature
was suddenly profound.

In any case Gallant always surprises us, never bothering with the dramatically obvious. Thus in “Ice
Wagon” the possible adultery by the wife is ignored, is not the point of that story. These are stories in
which you sense a great freedom of creation, the next sentence can bring a complete shift of tone or
content, while a quick aside can include whole lives — sometimes halfway through one person's
thought you will get another's history. As a writer Gallant seems beholden to no one. And for such a
serious writer, one who can be dark and misanthropic, it is remarkable to see how many of her stories
are gently and continually funny, even abundant with farce.

In one of the more recent stories in this collection, “Scarves, Beads, Sandals,” we see Gallant in her
prime, the prose moving at a brisk trot, but somehow still relaxed, utterly casual. Stray thoughts leap
from paragraph to paragraph. Does Theo look like Max Ernst or Braque to his ex-wife's new husband,
or is it Balthus? And this minor refrain continues to resurface in an off-hand way throughout the tale.
The story also has that most remarkable of Gallant's qualities — which is the ability to slip or drop
into the thought processes of minor characters, without any evident signaling of literary machinery.
And there is also a rare narrative intimacy where the mind of the central female character, Mathilde,
at times merges with (possibly) something close to the voice of the narrator outside the story. But one
could equally be persuaded by a similar intimacy with the ex-husband's memories, or even the
wandering thoughts of Henri Grippes in the story “In Plain Sight.” Gallant's craft and empathy, with
that skill in evoking subtle and obsessive voices, is always ahead of us. She has, after all, what she



 
claims Yourcenar had, “a reflective alliance.”

“I had a great, great fear that I was bent on doing something for which I have no ability, and that took
years and years to get rid of... that I was dedicating my life to something I was not fit for,” Gallant
once told an interviewer. With some writers greatness emerges out of their very tentativeness, their
own uncertainty about how they make stories, or if it is even possible to make them. It results perhaps
in every word and line being tested for falseness or complacency. It results too in a kind of testing,
self-critical humor that lies within the text. “I am uncertain about every line I write and I am uncertain
until I get readers.” With the arrival of that reader, the uncertainty about “an unsafe life” becomes a
shared witnessing. This, for a very few writers, becomes the purpose and meaning of a writer's life.
“Like every other form of art,” Mavis Gallant has written, “literature is no more and nothing less than
a matter of life and death.”

— MICHAEL ONDAATJE
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To Tess Taconis, en souvenir de notre jeunesse



 THE ICE WAGON GOING DOWN THE STREET

NOW THAT they are out of world affairs and back where they started, Peter Frazier's wife says,
“Everybody else did well in the international thing except us.”

“You have to be crooked,” he tells her.
“Or smart. Pity we weren't.”
It is Sunday morning. They sit in the kitchen, drinking their coffee, slowly, remembering the past.

They say the names of people as if they were magic. Peter thinks, Agnes Brusen, but there are
hundreds of other names. As a private married joke, Peter and Sheilah wear the silk dressing gowns
they bought in Hong Kong. Each thinks the other a peacock, rather splendid, but they pretend the
dressing gowns are silly and worn in fun.

Peter and Sheilah and their two daughters, Sandra and Jennifer, are visiting Peter's unmarried sister,
Lucille. They have been Lucille's guests seventeen weeks, ever since they returned to Toronto from
the Far East. Their big old steamer trunk blocks a corner of the kitchen, making a problem of the
refrigerator door; but even Lucille says the trunk may as well stay where it is, for the present. The
Fraziers' future is so unsettled; everything is still in the air.

Lucille has given her bedroom to her two nieces, and sleeps on a camp cot in the hall. The parents
have the living-room divan. They have no privileges here; they sleep after Lucille has seen the last
television show that interests her. In the hall closet their clothes are crushed by winter overcoats. They
know they are being judged for the first time. Sandra and Jennifer are waiting for Sheilah and Peter to
decide. They are waiting to learn where these exotic parents will fly to next. What sort of climate will
Sheilah consider? What job will Peter consent to accept? When the parents are ready, the children will
make a decision of their own. It is just possible that Sandra and Jennifer will choose to stay with their
aunt.

The peacock parents are watched by wrens. Lucille and her nieces are much the same — sandy-
colored, proudly plain. Neither of the girls has the father's insouciance or the mother's appearance —
her height, her carriage, her thick hair and sky-blue eyes. The children are more cautious than their
parents; more Canadian. When they saw their aunt's apartment they had been away from Canada nine
years, ever since they were two and four; and Jennifer, the elder, said, “Well, now we're home.” Her
voice is nasal and flat. Where did she learn that voice? And why should this be home? Peter's answer
to anything about his mystifying children is, “It must be in the blood.”

On Sunday morning Lucille takes her nieces to church. It seems to be the only condition she
imposes on her relations: The children must be decent. The girls go willingly, with their new hats and
purses and gloves and coral bracelets and strings of pearls. The parents, ramshackle, sleepy, dim in the
brain because it is Sunday, sit down to their coffee and privacy and talk of the past.

“We weren't crooked,” says Peter. “We weren't even smart.”
Sheilah's head bobs up; she is no drowner. It is wrong to say they have nothing to show for time.

Sheilah has the Balenciaga. It is a black afternoon dress, stiff and boned at the waist, long for the
fashions of now, but neither Sheilah nor Peter would change a thread. The Balenciaga is their
talisman, their treasure; and after they remember it they touch hands and think that the years are not
behind them but hazy and marvelous and still to be lived.

The first place they went to was Paris. In the early fifties the pick of the international jobs was
there. Peter had inherited the last scrap of money he knew he was ever likely to see, and it was enough



 
to get them over: Sheilah and Peter and the babies and the steamer trunk. To their joy and
astonishment they had money in the bank. They said to each other, “It should last a year.” Peter was
fastidious about the new job; he hadn't come all this distance to accept just anything. In Paris he met
Hugh Taylor, who was earning enough smuggling gasoline to keep his wife in Paris and a girl in
Rome. That impressed Peter, because he remembered Taylor as a sour scholarship student without the
slightest talent for life. Taylor had a job, of course. He hadn't said to himself, I'll go over to Europe
and smuggle gasoline. It gave Peter an idea; he saw the shape of things. First you catch your fish.
Later, at an international party, he met Johnny Hertzberg, who told him Germany was the place.
Hertzberg said that anyone who came out of Germany broke now was too stupid to be here, and
deserved to be back home at a desk. Peter nodded, as if he had already thought of that. He began to
think about Germany. Paris was fine for a holiday, but it had been picked clean. Yes, Germany. His
money was running low. He thought about Germany quite a lot.

That winter was moist and delicate; so fragile that they daren't speak of it now. There seemed to be
plenty of everything and plenty of time. They were living the dream of a marriage, the fabric uncut,
nothing slashed or spoiled. All winter they spent their money, and went to parties, and talked about
Peter's future job. It lasted four months. They spent their money, lived in the future, and were never as
happy again.

After four months they were suddenly moved away from Paris, but not to Germany — to Geneva.
Peter thinks it was because of the incident at the Trudeau wedding at the Ritz. Paul Trudeau was a
French-Canadian Peter had known at school and in the Navy. Trudeau had turned into a snob, proud of
his career and his Paris connections. He tried to make the difference felt, but Peter thought the
difference was only for strangers. At the wedding reception Peter lay down on the floor and said he
was dead. He held a white azalea in a brass pot on his chest, and sang, “Oh, hear us when we cry to
Thee for those in peril on the sea.” Sheilah bent over him and said, “Peter, darling, get up. Pete, listen,
every single person who can do something for you is in this room. If you love me, you'll get up.”

“I do love you,” he said, ready to engage in a serious conversation. “She's so beautiful,” he told a
second face. “She's nearly as tall as I am. She was a model in London. I met her over in London in the
war. I met her there in the war.” He lay on his back with the azalea on his chest, explaining their
history. A waiter took the brass pot away, and after Peter had been hauled to his feet he knocked the
waiter down. Trudeau's bride, who was freshly out of an Ursuline convent, became hysterical; and
even though Paul Trudeau and Peter were old acquaintances, Trudeau never spoke to him again. Peter
says now that French-Canadians always have that bit of spite. He says Trudeau asked the embassy to
interfere. Luckily, back home there were still a few people to whom the name “Frazier” meant
something, and it was to these people that Peter appealed. He wrote letters saying that a French-
Canadian combine was preventing his getting a decent job, and could anything be done? No one
answered directly, but it was clear that what they settled for was exile to Geneva: a season of
meditation and remorse, as he explained to Sheilah, and it was managed tactfully, through Lucille.
Lucille wrote that a friend of hers, May Fergus, now a secretary in Geneva, had heard about a job. The
job was filing pictures in the information service of an international agency in the Palais des Nations.
The pay was so-so, but Lucille thought Peter must be getting fed up doing nothing.

Peter often asks his sister now who put her up to it — what important person told her to write that
letter suggesting Peter go to Geneva?

“Nobody,” says Lucille. “I mean, nobody in the way you mean. I really did have this girl friend
working there, and I knew you must be running through your money pretty fast in Paris.”

“It must have been somebody pretty high up,” Peter says. He looks at his sister admiringly, as he



 
has often looked at his wife.

Peter's wife had loved him in Paris. Whatever she wanted in marriage she found that winter, there. In
Geneva, where Peter was a file clerk and they lived in a furnished flat, she pretended they were in
Paris and life was still the same. Often, when the children were at supper, she changed as though she
and Peter were dining out. She wore the Balenciaga, and put candles on the card table where she and
Peter ate their meal. The neckline of the dress was soiled with makeup. Peter remembers her dabbing
on the makeup with a wet sponge. He remembers her in the kitchen, in the soiled Balenciaga, patting
on the makeup with a filthy sponge. Behind her, at the kitchen table, Sandra and Jennifer, in buttonless
pajamas and bunny slippers, ate their supper of marmalade sandwiches and milk. When the children
were asleep, the parents dined solemnly, ritually, Sheilah sitting straight as a queen.

It was a mysterious period of exile, and he had to wait for signs, or signals, to know when he was
free to leave. He never saw the job any other way. He forgot he had applied for it. He thought he had
been sent to Geneva because of a misdemeanor and had to wait to be released. Nobody pressed him at
work. His immediate boss had resigned, and he was alone for months in a room with two desks. He
read the Herald Tribune, and tried to discover how things were here — how the others ran their lives
on the pay they were officially getting. But it was a closed conspiracy. He was not dealing with
adventurers now but civil servants waiting for pension day. No one ever answered his questions. They
pretended to think his questions were a form of wit. His only solace in exile was the few happy
weekends he had in the late spring and early summer. He had met another old acquaintance, Mike
Burleigh. Mike was a serious liberal who had married a serious heiress. The Burleighs had two guest
lists. The first was composed of stuffy people they felt obliged to entertain, while the second was
made up of their real friends, the friends they wanted. The real friends strove hard to become stuffy
and dull and thus achieve the first guest list, but few succeeded. Peter went on the first list
straightaway. Possibly Mike didn't understand, at the beginning, why Peter was pretending to be a file
clerk. Peter had such an air — he might have been sent by a universal inspector to see how things in
Geneva were being run.

Every Friday in May and June and part of July, the Fraziers rented a sky-blue Fiat and drove forty
miles east of Geneva to the Burleighs' summer house. They brought the children, a suitcase, the
children's tattered picture books, and a token bottle of gin. This, in memory, is a period of water and
water birds; swans, roses, and singing birds. The children were small and still belonged to them. If
they remember too much, their mouths water, their stomachs hurt. Peter says, “It was fine while it
lasted.” Enough. While it lasted Sheilah and Madge Burleigh were close. They abandoned their
husbands and spent long summer afternoons comparing their mothers and praising each other's skin
and hair. To Madge, and not to Peter, Sheilah opened her Liverpool childhood with the words “rat
poor.” Peter heard about it later, from Mike. The women's friendship seemed to Peter a bad beginning.
He trusted women but not with each other. It lasted ten weeks. One Sunday, Madge said she needed
the two bedrooms the Fraziers usually occupied for a party of sociologists from Pakistan, and that was
the end. In November, the Fraziers heard that the summer house had been closed, and that the
Burleighs were in Geneva, in their winter flat; they gave no sign. There was no help for it, and no
appeal.

Now Peter began firing letters to anyone who had ever known his late father. He was living in a
mild yellow autumn. Why does he remember the streets of the city dark, and the windows everywhere
black with rain? He remembers being with Sheilah and the children as if they clung together while just
outside their small shelter it rained and rained. The children slept in the bedroom of the flat because



 
the window gave on the street and they could breathe air. Peter and Sheilah had the living-room couch.
Their window was not a real window but a square on a well of cement. The flat seemed damp as a
cave. Peter remembers steam in the kitchen, pools under the sink, sweat on the pipes. Water streamed
on him from the children's clothes, washed and dripping overhead. The trunk, upended in the
children's room, was not quite unpacked. Sheilah had not signed her name to this life; she had not
given in. Once Peter heard her drop her aitches. “You kids are lucky,” she said to the girls. “I never 'ad
so much as a sit-down meal. I ate chips out of a paper or I 'ad a butty out on the stairs.” He never
asked her what a butty was. He thinks it means bread and cheese.

The day he heard “You kids are lucky” he understood they were becoming in fact something they
had only appeared to be until now — the shabby civil servant and his brood. If he had been European
he would have ridden to work on a bicycle, in the uniform of his class and condition. He would have
worn a tight coat, a turned collar, and a dirty tie. He wondered then if coming here had been a mistake,
and if he should not, after all, still be in a place where his name meant something. Surely Peter Frazier
should live where “Frazier” counts? In Ontario even now when he says “Frazier” an absent look comes
over his hearer's face, as if its owner were consulting an interior guide. What is Frazier? What does it
mean? Oil? Power? Politics? Wheat? Real estate? The creditors had the house sealed when Peter's
father died. His aunt collapsed with a heart attack in somebody's bachelor apartment, leaving three
sons and a widower to surmise they had never known her. Her will was a disappointment. None of that
generation left enough. One made it: the granite Presbyterian immigrants from Scotland. Their
children, a generation of daunted women and maiden men, held still. Peter's father's crowd spent:
They were not afraid of their fathers, and their grandfathers were old. Peter and his sister and his
cousins lived on the remains. They were left the rinds of income, of notions, and the memories of
ideas rather than ideas intact. If Peter can choose his reincarnation, let him be the oppressed son of a
Scottish parson. Let Peter grow up on cuffs and iron principles. Let him make the fortune! Let him
flee the manse! When he was small his patrimony was squandered under his nose. He remembers
people dancing in his father's house. He remembers seeing and nearly understanding adultery in a
guest room, among a pile of wraps. He thought he had seen a murder; he never told. He remembers
licking glasses wherever he found them — on windowsills, on stairs, in the pantry. In his room he
listened while Lucille read Beatrix Potter. The bad rabbit stole the carrot from the good rabbit without
saying please, and downstairs was the noise of the party — the roar of the crouched lion. When his
father died he saw the chairs upside down and the bailiff's chalk marks. Then the doors were sealed.

He has often tried to tell Sheilah why he cannot be defeated. He remembers his father saying,
“Nothing can touch us,” and Peter believed it and still does. It has prevented his taking his troubles too
seriously. Nothing can be as bad as this, he will tell himself. It is happening to me. Even in Geneva,
where his status was file clerk, where he sank and stopped on the level of the men who never
emigrated, the men on the bicycles — even there he had a manner of strolling to work as if his office
were a pastime, and his real life a secret so splendid he could share it with no one except himself.

In Geneva Peter worked for a woman — a girl. She was a Norwegian from a small town in
Saskatchewan. He supposed they had been put together because they were Canadians; but they were as
strange to each other as if “Canadian” meant any number of things, or had no real meaning. Soon after
Agnes Brusen came to the office she hung her framed university degree on the wall. It was one of the
gritty, prideful gestures that stand for push, toil, and family sacrifice. He thought, then, that she must
be one of a family of immigrants for whom education is everything. Hugh Taylor had told him that in
some families the older children never marry until the youngest have finished school. Sometimes



 
every second child is sacrificed and made to work for the education of the next-born. Those who finish
college spend years paying back. They are white-hot Protestants, and they live with a load of work and
debt and obligation. Peter placed his new colleague on scraps of information. He had never been in the
West.

She came to the office on a Monday morning in October. The office was overheated and painted
cream. It contained two desks, the filing cabinets, a map of the world as it had been in 1945, and the
Charter of the United Nations left behind by Agnes Brusen's predecessor. (She took down the Charter
without asking Peter if he minded, with the impudence of gesture you find in women who wouldn't say
boo to a goose; and then she hung her college degree on the nail where the Charter had been.) Three
people brought her in — a whole committee. One of them said, “Agnes, this is Pete Frazier. Pete,
Agnes Brusen. Pete's Canadian, too, Agnes. He knows all about the office, so ask him anything.”

Of course he knew all about the office: He knew the exact spot where the cord of the venetian blind
was frayed, obliging one to give an extra tug to the right.

The girl might have been twenty-three: no more. She wore a brown tweed suit with bone buttons,
and a new silk scarf and new shoes. She clutched an unscratched brown purse. She seemed dressed in
going-away presents. She said, “Oh, I never smoke,” with a convulsive movement of her hand, when
Peter offered his case. He was courteous, hiding his disappointment. The people he worked with had
told him a Scandinavian girl was arriving, and he had expected a stunner. Agnes was a mole: She was
small and brown, and round-shouldered as if she had always carried parcels or younger children in her
arms. A mole's profile was turned when she said good-bye to her committee. If she had been foreign,
ill-favored though she was, he might have flirted a little, just to show that he was friendly; but their
being Canadian, and suddenly left together, was a sexual damper. He sat down and lit his own
cigarette. She smiled at him, questionably, he thought, and sat as if she had never seen a chair before.
He wondered if his smoking was annoying her. He wondered if she was fidgety about drafts, or
allergic to anything, and whether she would want the blind up or down. His social compass was out of
order because the others couldn't tell Peter and Agnes apart. There was a world of difference between
them, yet it was she who had been brought in to sit at the larger of the two desks.

While he was thinking this she got up and walked around the office, almost on tiptoe, opening the
doors of closets and pulling out the filing trays. She looked inside everything except the drawers of
Peter's desk. (In any case, Peter's desk was locked. His desk is locked wherever he works. In Geneva
he went into Personnel one morning, early, and pinched his application form. He had stated on the
form that he had seven years' experience in public relations and could speak French, German, Spanish,
and Italian. He has always collected anything important about himself — anything useful. But he can
never get on with the final act, which is getting rid of the information. He has kept papers about for
years, a constant source of worry.)

“I know this looks funny, Mr. Ferris,” said the girl. “I'm not really snooping or anything. I just can't
feel easy in a new place unless I know where everything is. In a new place everything seems so
hidden.”

If she had called him “Ferris” and pretended not to know he was Frazier, it could only be because
they had sent her here to spy on him and see if he had repented and was fit for a better place in life.
“You'll be all right here,” he said. “Nothing's hidden. Most of us haven't got brains enough to have
secrets. This is Rainbow Valley.” Depressed by the thought that they were having him watched now,
he passed his hand over his hair and looked outside to the lawn and the parking lot and the peacocks
someone gave the Palais des Nations years ago. The peacocks love no one. They wander about the
parked cars looking elderly, bad-tempered, mournful, and lost.



 
Agnes had settled down again. She folded her silk scarf and placed it just so, with her gloves beside

it. She opened her new purse and took out a notebook and a shiny gold pencil. She may have written

Duster for desk
Kleenex
Glass jar for flowers
Air-Wick because he smokes
Paper for lining drawers

because the next day she brought each of these articles to work. She also brought a large black Bible,
which she unwrapped lovingly and placed on the left-hand corner of her desk. The flower vase —
empty — stood in the middle, and the Kleenex made a counterpoise for the Bible on the right.

When he saw the Bible he knew she had not been sent to spy on his work. The conspiracy was
deeper. She might have been dispatched by ghosts. He knew everything about her, all in a moment: He
saw the ambition, the terror, the dry pride. She was the true heir of the men from Scotland; she was at
the start. She had been sent to tell him, “You can begin, but not begin again.” She never opened the
Bible, but she dusted it as she dusted her desk, her chair, and any surface the cleaning staff had
overlooked. And Peter, the first days, watching her timid movements, her insignificant little face, felt,
as you feel the approach of a storm, the charge of moral certainty round her, the belief in work, the
faith in undertakings, the bread of the Black Sunday. He recognized and tasted all of it: ashes in the
mouth.

After five days their working relations were settled. Of course, there was the Bible and all that went
with it, but his tongue had never held the taste of ashes long. She was an inferior girl of poor quality.
She had nothing in her favor except the degree on the wall. In the real world, he would not have
invited her to his house except to mind the children. That was what he said to Sheilah. He said that
Agnes was a mole, and a virgin, and that her tics and mannerisms were sending him round the bend.
She had an infuriating habit of covering her mouth when she talked. Even at the telephone she put up
her hand as if afraid of losing anything, even a word. Her voice was nasal and flat. She had two
working costumes, both dull as the wall. One was the brown suit, the other a navy-blue dress with
changeable collars. She dressed for no one; she dressed for her desk, her jar of flowers, her Bible, and
her box of Kleenex. One day she crossed the space between the two desks and stood over Peter, who
was reading a newspaper. She could have spoken to him from her desk, but she may have felt that
being on her feet gave her authority. She had plenty of courage, but authority was something else.

“I thought — I mean, they told me you were the person ...” She got on with it bravely: “If you don't
want to do the filing or any work, all right, Mr. Frazier. I'm not saying anything about that. You might
have poor health or your personal reasons. But it's got to be done, so if you'll kindly show me about
the filing I'll do it. I've worked in Information before, but it was a different office, and every office is
different.”

“My dear girl,” said Peter. He pushed back his chair and looked at her, astonished. “You've been
sitting there fretting, worrying. How insensitive of me. How trying for you. Usually I file on the last
Wednesday of the month, so you see, you just haven't been around long enough to see a last
Wednesday. Not another word, please. And let us not waste another minute.” He emptied the heaped
baskets of photographs so swiftly, pushing “Iran — Smallpox Control” into “Irish Red Cross” (close



 
enough), that the girl looked frightened, as if she had raised a whirlwind. She said slowly, “If you'll
only show me, Mr. Frazier, instead of doing it so fast, I'll gladly look after it, because you might want
to be doing other things, and I feel the filing should be done every day.” But Peter was too busy to
answer, and so she sat down, holding the edge of her desk.

“There,” he said, beaming. “All done.” His smile, his sunburst, was wasted, for the girl was staring
round the room as if she feared she had not inspected everything the first day after all; some drawer,
some cupboard, hid a monster. That evening Peter unlocked one of the drawers of his desk and took
away the application form he had stolen from Personnel. The girl had not finished her search.

“How could you not know?” wailed Sheilah. “You sit looking at her every day. You must talk about
something. She must have told you.”

“She did tell me,” said Peter, “and I've just told you.”
It was this: Agnes Brusen was on the Burleighs' guest list. How had the Burleighs met her? What

did they see in her? Peter could not reply. He knew that Agnes lived in a bed-sitting room with a Swiss
family and had her meals with them. She had been in Geneva three months, but no one had ever seen
her outside the office. “You should know,” said Sheilah. “She must have something, more than you
can see. Is she pretty? Is she brilliant? What is it?”

“We don't really talk,” Peter said. They talked in a way: Peter teased her and she took no notice.
Agnes was not a sulker. She had taken her defeat like a sport. She did her work and a good deal of his.
She sat behind her Bible, her flowers, and her Kleenex, and answered when Peter spoke. That was how
he learned about the Burleighs — just by teasing and being bored. It was a January afternoon. He said,
“Miss Brusen. Talk to me. Tell me everything. Pretend we have perfect rapport. Do you like Geneva?”

“It's a nice clean town,” she said. He can see to this day the red and blue anemones in the glass jar,
and her bent head, and her small untended hands.

“Are you learning beautiful French with your Swiss family?”
“They speak English.”
“Why don't you take an apartment of your own?” he said. Peter was not usually impertinent. He was

bored. “You'd be independent then.”
“I am independent,” she said. “I earn my living. I don't think it proves anything if you live by

yourself. Mrs. Burleigh wants me to live alone, too. She's looking for something for me. It mustn't be
dear. I send money home.”

Here was the extraordinary thing about Agnes Brusen: She refused the use of Christian names and
never spoke to Peter unless he spoke first, but she would tell anything, as if to say, “Don't waste time
fishing. Here it is.”

He learned all in one minute that she sent her salary home, and that she was a friend of the
Burleighs. The first he had expected; the second knocked him flat.

“She's got to come to dinner,” Sheilah said. “We should have had her right from the beginning. If
only I'd known! But you were the one. You said she looked like — oh, I don't even remember. A
Norwegian mole.”

She came to dinner one Saturday night in January, in her navy-blue dress, to which she had pinned
an organdy gardenia. She sat upright on the edge of the sofa. Sheilah had ordered the meal from a
restaurant. There was lobster, good wine, and a pièce-montée full of kirsch and cream. Agnes refused
the lobster; she had never eaten anything from the sea unless it had been sterilized and tinned, and said
so. She was afraid of skin poisoning. Someone in her family had skin poisoning after having eaten
oysters. She touched her cheeks and neck to show where the poisoning had erupted. She sniffed her



 
wine and put the glass down without tasting it. She could not eat the cake because of the alcohol it
contained. She ate an egg, bread and butter, a sliced tomato, and drank a glass of ginger ale. She
seemed unaware she was creating disaster and pain. She did not help clear away the dinner plates. She
sat, adequately nourished, decently dressed, and waited to learn why she had been invited here — that
was the feeling Peter had. He folded the card table on which they had dined, and opened the window to
air the room.

“It's not the same cold as Canada, but you feel it more,” he said, for something to say.
“Your blood has gotten thin,” said Agnes.
Sheilah returned from the kitchen and let herself fall into an armchair. With her eyes closed she

held out her hand for a cigarette. She was performing the haughty-lady act that was a family joke. She
flung her head back and looked at Agnes through half-closed lids; then she suddenly brought her head
forward, widening her eyes.

“Are you skiing madly?” she said.
“Well, in the first place there hasn't been any snow,” said Agnes. “So nobody's doing any skiing so

far as I know. All I hear is people complaining because there's no snow. Personally, I don't ski. There
isn't much skiing in the part of Canada I come from. Besides, my family never had that kind of
leisure.”

“Heavens,” said Sheilah, as if her family had every kind.
I'll bet they had, thought Peter. On the dole.
Sheilah was wasting her act. He had a suspicion that Agnes knew it was an act but did not know it

was also a joke. If so, it made Sheilah seem a fool, and he loved Sheilah too much to enjoy it.
“The Burleighs have been wonderful to me,” said Agnes. She seemed to have divined why she was

here, and decided to give them all the information they wanted, so that she could put on her coat and
go home to bed. “They had me out to their place on the lake every weekend until the weather got cold
and they moved back to town. They've rented a chalet for the winter, and they want me to come there,
too. But I don't know if I will or not. I don't ski, and, oh, I don't know — I don't drink, either, and I
don't always see the point. Their friends are too rich and I'm too Canadian.”

She had delivered everything Sheilah wanted and more: Agnes was on the first guest list and didn't
care. No, Peter corrected: doesn't know. Doesn't care and doesn't know.

“I thought with you Norwegians it was in the blood, skiing. And drinking,” Sheilah murmured.
“Drinking, maybe,” said Agnes. She covered her mouth and said behind her spread fingers, “In our

family we were religious. We didn't drink or smoke. My brother was in Norway in the war. He saw
some cousins. Oh,” she said, unexpectedly loud, “Harry said it was just terrible. They were so poor.
They had flies in their kitchen. They gave him something to eat a fly had been on. They didn't have a
real toilet, and they'd been in the same house about two hundred years. We've only recently built our
own home, and we have a bathroom and two toilets. I'm from Saskatchewan,” she said. “I'm not from
any other place.”

Surely one winter here had been punishment enough? In the spring they would remember him and free
him. He wrote Lucille, who said he was lucky to have a job at all. The Burleighs had sent the Fraziers
a second-guest-list Christmas card. It showed a Moslem refugee child weeping outside a tent. They
treasured the card and left it standing long after the others had been given the children to cut up. Peter
had discovered by now what had gone wrong in the friendship — Sheilah had charged a skirt at a
dressmaker to Madge's account. Madge had told her she might, and then changed her mind. Poor
Sheilah! She was new to this part of it — to the changing humors of independent friends. Paris was



 
already a year in the past. At Mardi Gras, the Burleighs gave their annual party. They invited
everyone, the damned and the dropped, with the prodigality of a child at prayers. The invitation said
“in costume,” but the Fraziers were too happy to wear a disguise. They might not be recognized. Like
many of the guests they expected to meet at the party, they had been disgraced, forgotten, and
rehabilitated. They would be anxious to see one another as they were.

On the night of the party, the Fraziers rented a car they had never seen before and drove through the
first snowstorm of the year. Peter had not driven since last summer's blissful trips in the Fiat. He
could not find the switch for the windshield wiper in this car. He leaned over the wheel. “Can you see
on your side?” he asked. “Can I make a left turn here? Does it look like a one-way?”

“I can't imagine why you took a car with a right-hand drive,” said Sheilah.
He had trouble finding a place to park; they crawled up and down unknown streets whose curbs

were packed with snow-covered cars. When they stood at last on the pavement, safe and sound, Peter
said, “This is the first snow.”

“I can see that,” said Sheilah. “Hurry, darling. My hair.”
“It's the first snow.”
“You're repeating yourself,” she said. “Please hurry, darling. Think of my poor shoes. My hair.”
She was born in an ugly city, and so was Peter, but they have this difference: She does not know the

importance of the first snow — the first clean thing in a dirty year. He would have told her then that
this storm, which was wetting her feet and destroying her hair, was like the first day of the English
spring, but she made a frightened gesture, trying to shield her head. The gesture told him he did not
understand her beauty.

“Let me,” she said. He was fumbling with the key, trying to lock the car. She took the key without
impatience and locked the door on the driver's side; and then, to show Peter she treasured him and was
not afraid of wasting her life or her beauty, she took his arm and they walked in the snow down a
street and around a corner to the apartment house where the Burleighs lived. They were, and are, a
united couple. They were afraid of the party, and each of them knew it. When they walk together,
holding arms, they give each other whatever each can spare.

Only six people had arrived in costume. Madge Burleigh was disguised as Manet's “Lola de Valence,”
which everyone mistook for Carmen. Mike was an Impressionist painter, with a straw hat and a glued-
on beard. “I am all of them,” he said. He would rather have dressed as a dentist, he said, welcoming
the Fraziers as if he had parted from them the day before, but Madge wanted him to look as if he had
created her. “You know?” he said.

“Perfectly,” said Sheilah. Her shoes were stained and the snow had softened her lacquered hair. She
was not wasted: She was the most beautiful woman there.

About an hour after their arrival, Peter found himself with no one to talk to. He had told about the
Trudeau wedding in Paris and the pot of azaleas, and after he mislaid his audience he began to look
round for Sheilah. She was on a window seat, partly concealed by a green velvet curtain. Facing her,
so that their profiles were neat and perfect against the night, was a man. Their conversation was
private and enclosed, as if they had in minutes covered leagues of time and arrived at the place where
everything was implied, understood. Peter began working his way across the room, toward his wife,
when he saw Agnes. He was granted the sight of her drowning face. She had dressed with comic
intention, obviously with care, and now she was a ragged hobo, half tramp, half clown. Her hair was
tucked up under a bowler hat. The six costumed guests who had made the same mistake — the ghost,
the gypsy, the Athenian maiden, the geisha, the Martian, and the apache — were delighted to find a



 
seventh; but Agnes was not amused; she was gasping for life. When a waiter passed with a crowded
tray, she took a glass without seeing it; then a wave of the party took her away.

Sheilah's new friend was named Simpson. After Simpson said he thought perhaps he'd better
circulate, Peter sat down where he had been. “Now look, Sheilah,” he began. Their most intimate
conversations have taken place at parties. Once at a party she told him she was leaving him; she didn't,
of course. Smiling, blue-eyed, she gazed lovingly at Peter and said rapidly, “Pete, shut up and listen.
That man. The man you scared away. He's a big wheel in a company out in India or someplace like
that. It's gorgeous out there. Pete, the servants. And it's warm. It never never snows. He says there's
heaps of jobs. You pick them off the trees like ... orchids. He says it's even easier now than when we
owned all those places, because now the poor pets can't run anything and they'll pay fortunes. Pete, he
says it's warm, it's heaven, and Pete, they pay.”

A few minutes later, Peter was alone again and Sheilah part of a closed, laughing group. Holding
her elbow was the man from the place where jobs grew like orchids. Peter edged into the group and
laughed at a story he hadn't heard. He heard only the last line, which was “Here comes another
tunnel.” Looking out from the tight laughing ring, he saw Agnes again, and he thought, I'd be like
Agnes if I didn't have Sheilah. Agnes put her glass down on a table and lurched toward the doorway,
head forward. Madge Burleigh, who never stopped moving around the room and smiling, was still
smiling when she paused and said in Peter's ear, “Go with Agnes, Pete. See that she gets home. People
will notice if Mike leaves.”

“She probably just wants to walk around the block,” said Peter. “She'll be back.”
“Oh, stop thinking about yourself, for once, and see that that poor girl gets home,” said Madge.

“You've still got your Fiat, haven't you?”
He turned away as if he had been pushed. Any command is a release, in a way. He may not want to

go in that particular direction, but at least he is going somewhere. And now Sheilah, who had moved
inches nearer to hear what Madge and Peter were murmuring, said, “Yes, go, darling,” as if he were
leaving the gates of Troy.

Peter was to find Agnes and see that she reached home: This he repeated to himself as he stood on
the landing, outside the Burleighs' flat, ringing for the elevator. Bored with waiting for it, he ran down
the stairs, four flights, and saw that Agnes had stalled the lift by leaving the door open. She was
crouched on the floor, propped on her fingertips. Her eyes were closed.

“Agnes,” said Peter. “Miss Brusen, I mean. That's no way to leave a party. Don't you know you're
supposed to curtsy and say thanks? My God, Agnes, anybody going by here just now might have seen
you! Come on, be a good girl. Time to go home.”

She got up without his help and, moving between invisible crevasses, shut the elevator door. Then
she left the building and Peter followed, remembering he was to see that she got home. They walked
along the snowy pavement, Peter a few steps behind her. When she turned right for no reason, he
turned, too. He had no clear idea where they were going. Perhaps she lived close by. He had forgotten
where the hired car was parked, or what it looked like; he could not remember its make or its color. In
any case, Sheilah had the key. Agnes walked on steadily, as if she knew their destination, and he
thought, Agnes Brusen is drunk in the street in Geneva and dressed like a tramp. He wanted to say,
“This is the best thing that ever happened to you, Agnes; it will help you understand how things are for
some of the rest of us.” But she stopped and turned and, leaning over a low hedge, retched on a frozen
lawn. He held her clammy forehead and rested his hand on her arched back, on muscles as tight as a
fist. She straightened up and drew a breath but the cold air made her cough. “Don't breathe too
deeply,” he said. “It's the worst thing you can do. Have you got a handkerchief?” He passed his own



 
handkerchief over her wet weeping face, upturned like the face of one of his little girls. “I'm out
without a coat,” he said, noticing it. “We're a pair.”

“I never drink,” said Agnes. “I'm just not used to it.” Her voice was sweet and quiet. He had never
seen her so peaceful, so composed. He thought she must surely be all right, now, and perhaps he might
leave her here. The trust in her tilted face had perplexed him. He wanted to get back to Sheilah and
have her explain something. He had forgotten what it was, but Sheilah would know. “Do you live
around here?” he said. As he spoke, she let herself fall. He had wiped her face and now she trusted him
to pick her up, set her on her feet, take her wherever she ought to be. He pulled her up and she stood,
wordless, humble, as he brushed the snow from her tramp's clothes. Snow horizontally crossed the
lamplight. The street was silent. Agnes had lost her hat. Snow, which he tasted, melted on her hands.
His gesture of licking snow from her hands was formal as a handshake. He tasted snow on her hands
and then they walked on.

“I never drink,” she said. They stood on the edge of a broad avenue. The wrong turning now could
lead them anywhere; it was the changeable avenue at the edge of towns that loses its houses and
becomes a highway. She held his arm and spoke in a gentle voice. She said, “In our house we didn't
smoke or drink. My mother was ambitious for me, more than for Harry and the others.” She said, “I've
never been alone before. When I was a kid I would get up in the summer before the others, and I'd see
the ice wagon going down the street. I'm alone now. Mrs. Burleigh's found me an apartment. It's only
one room. She likes it because it's in the old part of town. I don't like old houses. Old houses are dirty.
You don't know who was there before.”

“I should have a car somewhere,” Peter said. “I'm not sure where we are.”
He remembers that on this avenue they climbed into a taxi, but nothing about the drive. Perhaps he

fell asleep. He does remember that when he paid the driver Agnes clutched his arm, trying to stop him.
She pressed extra coins into the driver's palm. The driver was paid twice.

“I'll tell you one thing about us,” said Peter. “We pay everything twice.” This was part of a much
longer theory concerning North American behavior, and it was not Peter's own. Mike Burleigh had
held forth about it on summer afternoons.

Agnes pushed open a door between a stationer's shop and a grocery, and led the way up a narrow
inside stair. They climbed one flight, frightening beetles. She had to search every pocket for the
latchkey. She was shaking with cold. Her apartment seemed little warmer than the street. Without
speaking to Peter she turned on all the lights. She looked inside the kitchen and the bathroom and then
got down on her hands and knees and looked under the sofa. The room was neat and belonged to no
one. She left him standing in this unclaimed room — she had forgotten him — and closed a door
behind her. He looked for something to do — some useful action he could repeat to Madge. He turned
on the electric radiator in the fireplace. Perhaps Agnes wouldn't thank him for it; perhaps she would
rather undress in the cold. “I'll be on my way,” he called to the bathroom door.

She had taken off the tramp's clothes and put on a dressing gown of orphanage wool. She came out
of the bathroom and straight toward him. She pressed her face and rubbed her cheek on his shoulder as
if hoping the contact would leave a scar. He saw her back and her profile and his own face in the
mirror over the fireplace. He thought, This is how disasters happen. He saw floods of seawater moving
with perfect punitive justice over reclaimed land; he saw lava covering vineyards and overtaking dogs
and stragglers. A bridge over an abyss snapped in two and the long express train, suddenly V-shaped,
floated like snow. He thought amiably of every kind of disaster and thought, This is how they occur.

Her eyes were closed. She said, “I shouldn't be over here. In my family we didn't drink or smoke.
My mother wanted a lot from me, more than from Harry and the others.” But he knew all that; he had



 
known from the day of the Bible, and because once, at the beginning, she had made him afraid. He was
not afraid of her now.

She said, “It's no use staying here, is it?”
“If you mean what I think, no.”
“It wouldn't be better anywhere.”
She let him see full on her blotched face. He was not expected to do anything. He was not required

to pick her up when she fell or wipe her tears. She was poor quality, really — he remembered having
thought that once. She left him and went quietly into the bathroom and locked the door. He heard taps
running and supposed it was a hot bath. He was pretty certain there would be no more tears. He looked
at his watch: Sheilah must be home, now, wondering what had become of him. He descended the
beetles' staircase and for forty minutes crossed the city under a windless fall of snow.

The neighbor's child who had stayed with Peter's children was asleep on the living-room sofa. Peter
woke her and sent her, sleepwalking, to her own door. He sat down, wet to the bone, thinking, I'll call
the Burleighs. In half an hour I'll call the police. He heard a car stop and the engine running and a
confusion of two voices laughing and calling good night. Presently Sheilah let herself in, rosy-faced,
smiling. She carried his trench coat over her arm. She said, “How's Agnes?”

“Where were you?” he said. “Whose car was that?”
Sheilah had gone into the children's room. He heard her shutting their window. She returned,

undoing her dress, and said, “Was Agnes all right?”
“Agnes is all right. Sheilah, this is about the worst... ”
She stepped out of the Balenciaga and threw it over a chair. She stopped and looked at him and said,

“Poor old Pete, are you in love with Agnes?” And then, as if the answer were of so little importance
she hadn't time for it, she locked her arms around him and said, “My love, we're going to Ceylon.”

Two days later, when Peter strolled into his office, Agnes was at her desk. She wore the blue dress,
with a spotless collar. White and yellow freesias were symmetrically arranged in the glass jar. The
room was hot, and the spring snow, glued for a second when it touched the window, blurred the view
of parked cars.

“Quite a party,” Peter said.
She did not look up. He sighed, sat down, and thought if the snow held he would be skiing at the

Burleighs' very soon. Impressed by his kindness to Agnes, Madge had invited the family for the first
possible weekend.

Presently Agnes said, “I'll never drink again or go to a house where people are drinking. And I'll
never bother anyone the way I bothered you.”

“You didn't bother me,” he said. “I took you home. You were alone and it was late. It's normal.”
“Normal for you, maybe, but I'm used to getting home by myself. Please never tell what happened.”
He stared at her. He can still remember the freesias and the Bible and the heat in the room. She

looked as if the elements had no power. She felt neither heat nor cold. “Nothing happened,” he said.
“I behaved in a silly way. I had no right to. I led you to think I might do something wrong.”
“I might have tried something,” he said gallantly. “But that would be my fault and not yours.”
She put her knuckle to her mouth and he could scarcely hear. “It was because of you. I was afraid

you might be blamed, or else you'd blame yourself.”
“There's no question of any blame,” he said. “Nothing happened. We'd both had a lot to drink.

Forget about it. Nothing happened. You'd remember if it had.”
She put down her hand. There was an expression on her face. Now she sees me, he thought. She had



 
never looked at him after the first day. (He has since tried to put a name to the look on her face; but
how can he, now, after so many voyages, after Ceylon, and Hong Kong, and Sheilah's nearly leaving
him, and all their difficulties — the money owed, the rows with hotel managers, the lost and found
steamer trunk, the children throwing up the foreign food?) She sees me now, he thought. What does
she see?

She said, “I'm from a big family. I'm not used to being alone. I'm not a suicidal person, but I could
have done something after that party, just not to see anymore, or think or listen or expect anything.
What can I think when I see these people? All my life I heard, Educated people don't do this, educated
people don't do that. And now I'm here, and you're all educated people, and you're nothing but pigs.
You're educated and you drink and do everything wrong and you know what you're doing, and that
makes you worse than pigs. My family worked to make me an educated person, but they didn't know
you. But what if I didn't see and hear and expect anything anymore? It wouldn't change anything.
You'd all be still the same. Only you might have thought it was your fault. You might have thought
you were to blame. It could worry you all your life. It would have been wrong for me to worry you.”

He remembered that the rented car was still along a snowy curb somewhere in Geneva. He
wondered if Sheilah had the key in her purse and if she remembered where they'd parked.

“I told you about the ice wagon,” Agnes said. “I don't remember everything, so you're wrong about
remembering. But I remember telling you that. That was the best. It's the best you can hope to have. In
a big family, if you want to be alone, you have to get up before the rest of them. You get up early in
the morning in the summer and it's you, you, once in your life alone in the universe. You think you
know everything that can happen.... Nothing is ever like that again.”

He looked at the smeared window and wondered if this day could end without disaster. In his mind
he saw her falling in the snow wearing a tramp's costume, and he saw her coming to him in the
orphanage dressing gown. He saw her drowning face at the party. He was afraid for himself. The story
was still unfinished. It had to come to a climax, something threatening to him. But there was no
climax. They talked that day, and afterward nothing else was said. They went on in the same office for
a short time, until Peter left for Ceylon; until somebody read the right letter, passed it on for the right
initials, and the Fraziers began the Oriental tour that should have made their fortune. Agnes and Peter
were too tired to speak after that morning. They were like a married couple in danger, taking care.

But what were they talking about that day, so quietly, such old friends? They talked about dying,
about being ambitious, about being religious, about different kinds of love. What did she see when she
looked at him — taking her knuckle slowly away from her mouth, bringing her hand down to the desk,
letting it rest there? They were both Canadians, so they had this much together — the knowledge of
the little you dare admit. Death, near death, the best thing, the wrong thing — God knows what they
were telling each other. Anyway, nothing happened.

When, on Sunday mornings, Sheilah and Peter talk about those times, they take on the glamour of
something still to come. It is then he remembers Agnes Brusen. He never says her name. Sheilah
wouldn't remember Agnes. Agnes is the only secret Peter has from his wife, the only puzzle he pieces
together without her help. He thinks about families in the West as they were fifteen, twenty years ago
— the iron-cold ambition, and every member pushing the next one on. He thinks of his father's parties.
When he thinks of his father he imagines him with Sheilah, in a crowd. Actually, Sheilah and Peter's
father never met, but they might have liked each other. His father admired good-looking women. Peter
wonders what they were doing over there in Geneva — not Sheilah and Peter, Agnes and Peter. It is
almost as if they had once run away together, silly as children, irresponsible as lovers. Peter and



 
Sheilah are back where they started. While they were out in world affairs picking up microbes and
debts, always on the fringe of disaster, the fringe of a fortune, Agnes went on and did — what? They
lost each other. He thinks of the ice wagon going down the street. He sees something he has never seen
in his life — a Western town that belongs to Agnes. Here is Agnes — small, mole-faced, round-
shouldered because she has always carried a younger child. She watches the ice wagon and the trail of
ice water in a morning invented for her: hers. He sees the weak prairie trees and the shadows on the
sidewalk. Nothing moves except the shadows and the ice wagon and the changing amber of the child's
eyes. The child is Peter. He has seen the grain of the cement sidewalk and the grass in the cracks, and
the dust, and the dandelions at the edge of the road. He is there. He has taken the morning that belongs
to Agnes, he is up before the others, and he knows everything. There is nothing he doesn't know. He
could keep the morning, if he wanted to, but what can Peter do with the start of a summer day? Sheilah
is here, it is a true Sunday morning, with its dimness and headache and remorse and regrets, and this is
life. He says, “We have the Balenciaga.” He touches Sheilah's hand. The children have their aunt now,
and he and Sheilah have each other. Everything works out, somehow or other. Let Agnes have the start
of the day. Let Agnes think it was invented for her. Who wants to be alone in the universe? No, begin
at the beginning: Peter lost Agnes. Agnes says to herself somewhere, Peter is lost.
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